
 

 

 

Wild Animals! 
Family stories from Summer 2015 

HOW TO PARTICIPATE: 

This is a writing contest!   Families are invited to create fun stories about their adventures in nature – 
seeing wild animals and enjoying their wildness. Draw a picture to accompany your story. Submit it to 
Sheila Dobie by September 1

st
 by email – sdobie@cbal.org or drop off at the Grand Forks Gazette.  

Five stories will be chosen and published in the Grand Forks Gazette and Boundary Creek Times during 
September, with a picture of the family that wrote the story. Selections will be chosen based on their 
originality, creativity, and how they celebrate keeping animals wild.  

HOW TO KICKSTART A WRITING PROJECT WITH YOUR FAMILY: 

 Choose a special book for the writings and drawings – let it be a place for ideas and rough drafts. 
Fill it with drawings and writings. 

 Start your writing with beginnings such as: 
o We have a favourite place where we see…. 
o Our family’s favourite animal is… because….  
o This summer we saw … in …. 

 

 For information and ideas to incorporate into your stories, writers can visit wildsafebc.com to learn 
about bears, cougars, rattlesnakes and other animals. 

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT: 

 Keep animals in the wild – wild. Do not feed them, and enjoy them at a distance. The wild forests 
and meadows are their homes.  Be respectful of these places. 

 Try to write a bit each day, you can build on stories from one day to the next. 

 Get the whole family involved – you will be surprised what each person has to offer to the story! 

WHY WRITE A FAMILY STORY:  

Sharing family stories is a wonderful way to help our children develop early literacy skills.  
Literacy skills such as understanding that:  

• the text on a page holds the story  

• there is a link between oral and written words  

• a story has a beginning, middle and end  

• books and stories are a way to share something special with those we love  
Family stories also give children a sense of belonging to something larger and helps them to understand 
that they have a special place in the family.  
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